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 The significance of employing secure passwords is more important than 
ever. Hackers are hungry for passwords, as they have substantial monetary value. 
Stories are constantly developing in the media about high profile data breaches and 
password leaks, leaving thousands of accounts vulnerable to being accessed by 
cybercriminals. With two-factor authentication (2FA), you get an extra layer of security 
that hackers can’t easily access, because the criminal needs more than just the 
username and password credentials. You’re actually using it already and you may not 
be aware of it. Your ATM card is a 2FA method, via your physical card and your pin 
number. 

 
  What is used for 2FA? 
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 2FA is a method of verifying your identity that adds a second factor of 

authentication in addition to your account password: 

 Something you know – a pin number, password or pattern. 
 Something you have – an ATM or credit card, mobile phone or security token 
such as a key fob or USB token. 
 Something you are – Biometric authentication such as a voiceprint or 
fingerprint. 
 
  How “Hack-proof” is 2FA? 

 While nothing is 100% secure, your account can still be vulnerable via 

hacking through password recovery options. Lost password recovery usually resets 

your password via email, and it can completely bypass 2FA. This can leave you 

vulnerable if the attacker has gained access to your email account associated with the 

account you use 2FA with. Be sure to monitor your email account for messages 

requesting password changes. 

 There are some extra measures of password security that you can take, in 

addition to 2FA: 

 Do not use the same passwords across multiple accounts. 

 Make sure your user passwords are at minimum eight characters long and 

be sure to use a unique combination of uppercase and lowercase letters, symbols and 

numbers. 

 Don’t use words, birthdates, addresses or phone numbers in your 

passwords. These are things that can easily be found out about you on the Internet. 

 2FA products 

 There are a huge number of devices and solutions for 2FA, from tokens to 

RFID cards to smartphone apps. 

 Offerings from some well-known companies: 

RSA SecureID is still very common (although its SecurID was hacked in 2011). 

Microsoft Phonefactor offers 2FA for a reasonable cost and is free to small 

organizations of 25 members or less. 

Dell Defender is a multifactor authentication suite that offers biometrics and 

various token methods for 2FA and higher. 

Google Authenticator is a 2FA app that works with any supporting site or 

service. 

Apple’s iOS, iTunes store and cloud services all support 2FA to protect user 

accounts and content. 
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 2FA for Mobile Authentication 

 Apples iOS, Google Android and Blackberry OS 10 all have apps 

supporting 2FA and other multifactor authentication. Some have screens capable of 

recognizing fingerprints; a built-in camera can be used for facial recognition or iris 

scanning and the microphone can be used in voice recognition. Many smartphones 

have GPS to verify location as an additional factor. Voice or SMS may also be used as 

a channel for out-of-band authentication. There are also apps that provide one-time 

password tokens, allowing the phone itself to serve as the physical device to satisfy the 

possession factor. 

 Google Authenticator is a two-factor authentication app. To access 

websites or web-based services, the user types in his username and password and 

then enters a one-time passcode (OTP) that was delivered to his device in response to 

the login. The six-digit one-time password changes once every 30-60 seconds and 

serves again to prove possession as an authentication factor. 

 Smartphones offer a variety of possibilities for 2FA, allowing users to use 

what works best for them. 

 Higher levels of authentication for more secure communications 

 Some security procedures now require three-factor authentication (3FA), 

which typically involves possession of a physical token and a password used in 

conjunction with biometric data, such as finger scanning or a voiceprint. 

 An attacker may occasionally break an authentication factor in the 

physical world. A persistent search of the target premises, for example, might yield an 

employee card or an ID and password in an organization’s trash or carelessly discarded 

storage containing password databases. If additional factors are required for 

authentication, however, the attacker would face at least one more obstacle. 

 The majority of attacks come from remote internet connections. 2FA can 

make distance attacks much less of a threat because accessing passwords is not 

sufficient for access and it is unlikely that the attacker would also possess the physical 

device associated with the user account. Each additional authentication factor makes a 

system more secure. Because the factors are independent, compromise of one should 

not lead to the fall of others. 

  
Reference: 
 
This was cross posted from: 
https://community.norton.com/en/blogs/norton-protection-blog/importance-two-factor-
authentication; 
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/two-factor-authentication 
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